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Abstract. Starting from an algebraic specification of the data type QUEUE several variants of 
communicating agents representing queues are studied. It is demonstrated how new issues such 
as exceptions, robustness, and concurrency can be considered, when going from a purely algebraic 
view of queues to queues used in the framework of communicating systems. Nevertheless the 
verification of the communicating agents can be done by classical techniques for proving 
implementations correct, developed in the framework uf algebraic specifications. Finally the design 
of infinite networks representing queues and their verification is demonstrated. Although shown 
only for a simple example a general method is aimed at for the development of interactive and 
concurrent programs from algebraic specification using applicative programming styles. 
1. Introduction 
In the early days of computing science data structures were mainly studied and 
classified in terms of their internal structure. This may be called a.n intensional view 
of data structures. Later it was recognized that the operations that are available for 
a set of elements forming a data structure and their characteristic properties represent 
fhe notion of a computation structure much better. This led to the notion of an 
abstract data type and algebraic specifications. We obtain an extensional view of 
data structures. This view proved to be very fruitful for a number of questions in 
connection with program design. 
However, in the algebraic framework it is not immediately clear, how a number 
of important practical problems can be treated appropriately. Examples are the 
treatment of errors (exception handling) and the use of data structures in concurrent 
and interactive systems of communicating programs. 
In the following we study algebraic specifications of the simple data type QUEUE 
and a number of possibilities for implementing queues by communicating agents. 
We show how the implementation by communicating agents can be verified with 
classical techniques developed in the framework of algebraic specifications. We also 
study the questions of exceptions and try to demonstrate that it is more appropriate 
to treat exceptions during the phase of the design of communicating agents than 
immediately on the level of the design of the basic data structure. 
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We also show how to get further versions of communicating agents representing 
more elaborate communicating networks. In particular we study the question of 
how to derive infinite networks of communicating cells representing queues. We 
also give a correctness proof for such an infinite network of communicating cells. 
This can also be considered a step towards an implementation of queues by a 
distributed concurrent system. 
2. Algebraic views of queues 
We use the framework of strict, partial algebraic types as developed in the Munich 
CIP project (cf. [3]). In this approach the data structure of queues is specified by 
the type QUEUE, which reads as follows. 
type QUEUE = 
based-on DATA, BOOL, 
sort queue, 
fct queue emptyq, 
fct (queue, data) queue stock, 
fct (queue) boo1 iseq, 
fct (queue s : not( iseq(s))) queue rest, 
fct (queue s : not( iseq(s))) data next, 
iseq( vmptyq) = true, 
iseq(stock(q, d)) =fulse, 
rest(sfock(emptyq, d)) = emptyq, 
next(stock( emptyq, d)) = d, 
iseq(q) =fuZse + rest(stock(q, d)) = stock(rest(q), d), 
iseq(q) =fulse a next(stock(q, d)) = next(q) 
endoftype 
Here the restricting predicate not(iseq(s)) indicates that the terms 
rest( emptyq) and next( emptyq) 
are not defined. Every term containing these terms as subterms is not defined either. 
Partial algebras and algebraic specifications specifying partial algebras seem to 
be appropriate tools for describing the abstract behaviour of queues (cf. [ 141). When 
using queues in particular environments of course one would be interested in adding 
a number of features such that the queues can also be used in a safe way including 
recovery when processing errors. Some people advocate introducing error handling 
facilities already on the level of algebraic specifications such that an explicit error 
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treatment is included in such types. Unfortunately the error specifications for 
algebraic types become very long and difficult to understand. We are going to 
demonstrate this by our abstract type QUEUE. In the following we give a type 
ERROR-QUEUE which represents an error algebra specification for queues. 
For giving an error algebra specification for queues we assume a sort edata instead 
of the sort data and a sort ebool instead of the sort boo1 which both are assumed 
to contain specific error elements errord and errorb and the error predicates isokd 
and isokb. 
The special element I is used to denote the interpretation of terms that do not 
have defined interpretation in the resp. partial algebra such as the term rest( emptyq). 
type ERROR-QUEUE= 
based-on ERROR-DATA, ERROR-BOOL, 
sort equeue, 
fct equeue emptyq, errorq, 
fct (equeue, edata) equeue stock, 
fct (equeue) ebool iseq, isokq, 
fct (equeue) equeue rest, 
fct (equeue) edata next, 
iseq( emptyq) = true, 
isokqtq) = true A isokd(d) = true* iseq(stock(q, d)) =false, 
isokdr d) = true a rest(stock(emptyq, d)) = emptyq, 
isokd I d) = true a next( stock( emptyq, d )) = d, 
isokqf q) = true A iseq( q) = fuZse A isokd (d) = true 
3 rest(stock(q, d)) = stock(rest(q), d), 
isokqf q) = true A iseq(q) =fulse A isokd (d) = true 
* next(stock(q, d)) = next(q), 
iseq( errorq) =fulse, 
isokq(errorq) = false, 
isokq( emptyq) = true, 
isokd (d) = true A isokq( q) = true + isokq( stock( q, d )) = true, 
isokd (d ) =fulse a stock( q, d) = errorq, 
isokq( q) =fuZse * stock(q, d) = errorq, 
rest( emptyq) = errorq, 
next( emptyq) = errord, 
isokq( q) = fuZse * rest(q) = errorq, 
isokq( q) =fuZse + next(q) = errord 
endoftype 
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For models of the type ERROR-QUEUE all specified functions are total. The type 
with error handling axioms contains 16 axioms while the partial type QUEUE requires 
only 6 axioms (some of the error axioms can be simplified, but we are interested 
in a schematic error handling). 
The specification ERROR-QUEUE is certainly more difficult to understand than 
the original specification of QUEUE. Unfortunately in the type ERROR-QUEUE the 
axioms of queues are completely hidden behind the numerous error-axioms. Of 
course it is easy to develop the type ERROR-QUEUE systematically from the type 
QUEUE. It is basically obtained by a very schematic way of treating the error cases 
which are already indicated by restricting predicates within the type QUEUE. 
However, we do not advocate using a type with error axioms such as 
ERROR-QUEUE, because, as we will demonstrate in the next sections, we prefer 
treating errors directly on the level of communicating systems, since here the 
possibilities of message-passing ive more flexible options. 
3. Queues in communicating systems 
For a general partial type, which defines a class of partial algebras, we may 
consider total algebras as models as well by adjoining a special element I to every 
ca.rrier set fcr every sort. The special element I is used to denote the interpretation 
of terms that do not have defined interpretations in the resp. partial algebra such 
as the term rest(mpryq). Then we can use classical techniques from denotational 
semantics to treat nonstrict operations. 
Given a partial S-algebra A = ({sA},,,, {fA}I.EF), by (sA)l we denote sAu{I}, 
the flat domain over sA. By flat domain with least element _L we mean a set containing 
the element I and partially ordered by the ordering cI where a 6, b iff a = b or 
a =I. 
For representing communicating systems it is sufficient to consider in addition to 
these flat domains only one sort with nonstrict constructor functions namely the 
sort of streams. Let M be a set of atomic values (not including I). We define the 
set of streams by 
STREAM(M)=M"uM= 
and the functions 
ft: STREAM(M)+ Ml, 
rt: SrREArvf(M)+STREAM(M), 
.&.: M'xSTREAM(M)-+STREAM(M). 
Here ft stands for first and rt stands for rest. We denote the totally undefined 
(“empty”) stream by E. We use the following axioms: 
I&C=&, rt E = F, 
ft(a&c) = a, ft & =_L, 
a#_L*rt(a&c)=c. 
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Also the set STREAM(M) is assumed to be partially ordered by the ordering spre. 
For two streams sl, s2 we write sl cpre s2 if sl is a prefix of ~2. Clearly then the 
empty stream E is the least element. 
With the specified orderings all carrier sets for sorts including the sort stream m 
for every sort m stand for domains (complete partially ordered sets, i.e. every directed 
set has a least upper bound). Moreover all available functions from the abstract 
data types and for streams are monotonic (increasing arguments increases the results) 
and continuous (least upper bounds distribute over function application). This 
domain structure will be used later in proofs. 
For giving a communicating agent representing a queue we consider functions 
on streams of messages. Therefore we define the type MESSAGE. 
type MESSAGE = 
based-on DATA, BOOL, QUEUE, 
sort message, 
fct message keg?, rest!, next?, accepted, rejected, 
fct (data) message dmes, 
fct (buol) message bmes, 
fct (message) boo1 isdata, isbool, 
fct (message m : isbooZ(m)) boo1 bool, 
fct (message m : isdata( data data, 
data(cfmes(d)) = d, 
bool(bmes( b)) = b, 
isbool(dmes(d)) =false, 
isdata(dmes(d)) = true, 
isbooZ( bmes( b)) = true, 
isdata(bmes(b)) = fake 
endoftype 
For simplicity we assume an equality operation “=” on messages (which trivially 
can be specified straightforward by algebraic axioms). Some of the messages are 
introduced only since we will use them in a later phase of the development of agents 
for queues. 
A communicating unit representing a queue in a very simple view is a functional 
unit with an input stream s of messages and an output stream r of messages. 
Pictorially it could be represented by the following simple diagram. 
$zl 
A communicating agent representkrg a queue is given by the following stream 
processing function qagent: 
fct qagent = (stream message s) stream message: hq(s, emptyq). 
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Here stream message denotes the sort of streams over the set of elements of sort 
message. The function qagenl uses the auxiliary function hq given by: 
fct hq = (stream message S, queue q) stream message: 
if i.sdata(ft S) then hq(rt S, sfock(q, data(ft s))) 
elif ft s = rest! then hq(rt S, rest(q)) 
elif ft s = next? then dmes(next(q)) & hq(rt S, q) 
elif ft s = iseq? then bmes(iseq(q)) & hq(rt s, q) 
fi 
else rejected & hq (rt S, q) 
We use here a language framework which was developed for a functional representa- 
tion of communicating systems (cf. [2]). The function qagent represents a stream 
processing function which we often call a communicating agent. It accepts an 
input-stream of messages and produces an output-stream of messages. It operates 
on these messages in a way representing an interactive queue. This queue has the 
property that it can be used not only by one user. However, it can be used by a 
number of users, if we add a framework where we merge the distinct messages ent 
by the users and where we route the answers back to the users that were asking the 
respective questi,Dns. The agent qagent with this particular auxiliary function hq 
represents very directly queues as specified by the partial type queue. If certain 
messages are sent in a particular order such that the queue represented by the 
function is empt!’ then the behaviour of the function qagent is not defined or more 
precisely the resll!t is identical to the empty stream. A more reliable version of hq 
will be studied hater. 
The derivation of the function hq can be done very systematically. In the following 
we briefly sketch the derivation of a type MESSAGE and a function h with functionality 
fct (stream message s, toi t) stream message 
for an arbitrary algebraic specification T where for simplicity we assume that toi is 
the only sort introduced by that type. In the type MESSAGE we introduce for every 
function f in T with arguments of sort toi at parameter position i (i = 1,2,3, . . .) 
a function Ji with result sort message and the same argument sorts just forgetting 
the ith argument. These elements of sort message are also called “queries”. For 
every function f with a result sort s distinct to toi we introduce a function 
fct (s) message@. 
Those messages are called replies. In addition some further auxiliary messages might 
be introduced such as “rejected” or “accepted” as well as particular selector 
functions and the resp. operations. 
Now the function h is obtained by giving for its body an if-then-else-clause with 
conditions testing whether the input ft s is a particular query message J(a, , . . . , a,) 
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(otherwise the message is rejected). If f is a function in T with result sort toi, then 
the resp. then-part reads 
otherwise it reads 
By these rules we obtain for every nullary function f in T with result sort toi an 
agent by 
fct fu (stream message s) stream message: h(s,f). 
The method works for all kinds of algebraic specifications. It is especially appropriate 
for those specifications where in all the characteristic functions at most one of the 
arguments is of sort toi. 
In the next section we prove that queues are correctly represented by the function 
qugent. For proving the correctness of the implementation of queues by stream- 
processing functions we introduce some basic operations for stream processing 
functions. 
4. Correctness of the implementation of queues by the agent qagent 
For the set of stream-processing functions we introduce a function RESUME: 
RE~L~ME: [STREAM(M)+STREAM(M)]XM+[STREAM(M)+STREA~W(M)] 
defined by 
RESUME[f, U](s) =f(U & S). 
We prove the correctness of the agent qugent by classical techniques developed for 
algebraic specifications. Let us again consider the function: 
fct qugent = (stream message S) stream message: hq(s, emptyq) 
which uses the function hq given above. 
We abbreviate the higher order sort of stream processing functions 
fct (stream message) stream message 
by 
spf. 
Now we define the classical functions of the type QUEUE for elements of sort spf: 
fct spf emptyq’, 
fct (spf, data) spf stock’, 
fct (spf) boo1 iseq’, 
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fct (spf) spf rest’, 
fct (spf) data next’, 
by the equations: 
emptyq’ = qagenr, 
stock’(f; d) = RESuME[f; dmes(d)], 
rest’(f) = REsUME[f, rest!], 
next’(f) = dara(ft REw,vE[J; next?](e)), 
iseq’(f) = bool(ft RESUME[~, iseq?](e)). 
To show that the algebra that is obtained this way actually represents queues we 
have to prove the equations: 
iseq’( empryq’) = true, 
iseq’(stock’(f, d)) = false, 
rest’(srock’( emptyq’, d)) = empt_yq’, 
next’( srock’( emptyq’, d)) = d, 
iseq’(f) = false + rest’(stock’(f, d)) = stock’( rest’(f), d), 
iseq’(f) = false + next’(stock’(J d)) = next’(f). 
However, we hake to prove these equations not for the whole space of all continuous 
stream processing functions in spf, but only for those that can be generated by the 
functions emptyq’, stockq’, . . . from the type QUEUE as specified above. We consider 
only stream processing functions f, of the form (where q is an arbitrary element of 
sort queue) :
fct fy = lstream message s) stream message: hq(s, q). 
We can formulate an invariant inv for stream-processing functions f by 
It is not difficult to show that the predicate inu is an invariant for all the functions 
specified in the type QUEUE. 
The first equation is proved by 
iseq’( emptyq’) = 
booZ(ft esurm [ qagenr, iseq?]( e)) = 
booZ(ft qagenr( iseq? & E)) = 
bool(ft hq( iseq? & E, emptyq)) = 
bool(ft bmes( iseq( empryq)) & hq( E, emptyq)) = 
true. 
The second equation is shown by 
iseq’(stock’(f,, d)) = 
bool(ft RESUM.E[RESUME[$,, dmes(d)], iseq?](e)) = 
bool(ft hq( dmes( d) & iseq? & E, q)) = 
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bool(ft hq( iseq? & E, stock( q, d))) = 
booZ(ft bmes(iseq(stock(q, d))) &hq(e, stock(q, d))) = 
false. 
The third equation is shown by 
rest’( srock’( empryq’, d))(s) = 
RESUME[RESUME[qagent,dmes(dj],reSt!](s)= 
hq(dmes(d) & rest! &s, empryq) = 
hq( rest! & s, stock( emptyq, d)) = 
hq( s, resr( stock( emptyq, d))) = 
hq(s, emptyq) = 
qagent( s) = 
emplyq’(s). 
The fourth equation is shown by 
next’( stock’( emptyq’, d)) = 
dafa(ft RESUME[RESUME[qagent,dmes(d)],next?](&))= 
data(ft hq(dmes(d) &next? & E, emptyq)) = 
data(ft hq( next? & e, stock( emptyq, d))) = 
dara(ft dmes( next( stock( emptyq, d))) & hq( E, stock( emptyq, d))) = 
dafa(dmes( next(stock(emptyq, a)))) = 
dafa(dmes(d)) = 
d. 
The fifth equation is shown by (due to the condition in the equation we may assume 
iseq’(f,) = false, i.e. iseq(q) =false) 
rest’(stock’(f,, d))(s) = 
RESUME[RESUME[~~, dmes(d)], rest!](s)= 
hq(dmes(d) & rest! &s, q) = 
hq(rest! &s, stock(q, d)) = 
hq(s, rest(stock(q, d))) = 
hq(s, srock(rest(q), d)) = 
hq(dmes(d) &s, rest(q)) = 
hq(rest!&dmes(d)&s,q)= 
RESUME[RESUME[~~, rest!],dmes(d)](s)= 
stock’(rest’(_&), d)(s)* 
The sixth equation is shown by (again we may assume iseq’(f,) =false, i.e. iseq(q) = 
false) 
nexr’( stock’(&, d )) = 
data(ft RESUME[RESUME[~~, dmes(d)], next?](e)) = 
data(ft hq( dmes( d) & next? & E, q)) = 
data(ft hq(next? & e, stock(q, d))) = 
data(ft dmes(next(srock(q, d))) & hq(E, (srock(q, d)))) = 
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next(stock(q, d)) = 
next(q) = 
dutu(ft dffle.s( nexxt (q)) & hq( E, q)) = 
duru(ft hq( next? & E, q)) = 
dutU(ft RESUME[fy, tWXf?](&)) = 
next’(&). 
This shows that the functions on agents fulfil the equations of the type QUEUE. 
We have proved that the subspace of stream processing functions generated by 
the characteristic functions correctly represent queues since we can prove all the 
classical equations for queues. 
This indicates how algebraic specification techniques can be used as a starting 
point for the design of concurrent communicating systems. It furthermore demon- 
strates that certain concurrent communicating systems can be treated fully within 
the framework of algebraic specifications. It is remarkable that in connection with 
communicating systems it seems appropriate to work with higher order functions. 
In particular the sort of queues is now represented by a function sort or precisely 
a queue is represented by a stream processing function. 
Again the presented proof technique can be understood as a general proof scheme. 
This way every agent derived schematically from a given algebraic specification can 
be proved correc:. In fact, the correctness proof can be completely omitted, since 
the schematic derivation of an agent from an algebraic specification guarantees the 
existence of such a proof. 
5. More reliable versions of queues 
In the agent hy a rest operation leads to a collapse of the output stream, if the 
queue is empty. It would be more reliable not to accept a rest operation or a next 
query, if the queue is empty. This leads to the program: 
fct hq = (stream message s, queue q) stream message: 
if isdutu(ft s) then hq(rt s, stock(q, dutu(ft s))) 
elif ft s = rest! A +seq(q) then accepted& hq(rt s, rest(q)) 
eliffts=nexf?Aiiseq(q) then dmes( next( q)) & hq(rt s, q) 
elif ft s = iseq? then bmes( iseq( q)) & hq(rt s, q) 
else rejected & hq(rt s, q) 
fi. 
In this case the message iseq? for asking the question whether a queue represented 
by the agent is empty is not necessary any longer: This question is answered if we 
try to do a rest operation or ask for the next element. If we in addition also output 
the message accepted when a data element is sent to the queue we get a particularly 
interesting (“reliable”) form of an agent: Whenever the input stream is not empty 
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so is the output stream, or more precisely the length of the input stream and the 
length of the output stream always coincide. 
fct hq = (stream message S, queue q) stream message: 
if isdnfu(ft S) then accepted 62 hq(rt S, stock(q, datu(ft s))) 
elif ft s = rest! A liseq( q) then accepted & hq(Pt s, rest(q)) 
elif ft s = next? A +seq(q) then dmes(next(q)) & hq(rt S, q) 
else rejected & hq(rt S, q) 
fi. 
In all the versions given so far for stream processing functions representing queues 
the auxiliary (dummy) messages “accepted” and “rejected” can also be omitted. 
This way more puristic versions of those functions are obtained without any error 
handling facilities. However with the control messages we obtain very robust versions 
of queues. Every input stimulates exactly one output, i.e. for every message we send 
to the agent exactly one answer message is produced as output. 
In the agent above for every message sent to the agent exactly one answer message 
is produced as output. Furthermore, independent of the input to the agent, if the 
input is defined and different from the nonempty stream, then the output is defined, 
too, and different from the nonempty stream. This gives a very reliable version of 
a comlmunicating agent representing a queue which has all the properties needed 
for good exception-handling. It can be called a robust version of an agent represent- 
ing queues. Again the correctness can be proved along the lines of the section above. 
The agent hq given above directly corresponds to a function as it occurs in the 
semantic model given in [5] for CSP programs. However for CSP-programs it is 
more appropriate to introduce three channels: one for data, one for the rest and 
one for the next operation. We obtain the CSP program: 
do iseq(q) then x?dutu; 
q := stock( q, x) 
[] liseq(;?> then if x ? data then q := sfock( q, x) 
[I ? rest then q := rest(q) 
[] next(q)! next then skip 
fi 
od 
Here the command ?resr is just used for the transmission of a signal. The transition 
to this program demonstrates how certain CSP programs can be obtained from 
stream-processing functions with the auxiliary messages “accepted” and “rejected”. 
Often one might be interested in combining messages uch as rest! and next? into 
one message. Now rest! and next? can be combined without problems into one 
message nxr! (trivially we assume from now on such a message, too, as element of 
sort message) such that we obtain 
fct hq = (stream message s, queue q) stream message: 
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if isduta(ft s) then accepted & hq(rt s, stock(q, duru(ft s))) 
elif ft s = nx;! A liseq(q) then dmes(next(q)) & hq(rt s, rest(q)) 
else rejected & hq(rt s, q) 
fi 
With the particular version for hq given above every time a user of the queue wants 
to get access to the first element of a queue (s)he either gets the first element or 
(s)he gets the answer that his(her) attempt to get a first element was rejected. For 
certain situations it might be more appropriate not to send a message to the user 
in this case but rather to let the user wait for the result until a first element becomes 
available. This is especially of interest as long as a user cannot do anything useful 
in a particular situation without getting a next element from the queue. 
A version of qagent where the answer is given later reads: 
fct hq = (stream message S, queue q, nat n, m) stream message: 
if m>O then ft s & hq(rt s, q, n, m - 1) 
elif n > 0 A liseq(q) then hq(rt s, q, n - 1, m) 
elif isdutu(ft s) then hq(rt s, stock(q, dutu(ft s)), n, m) 
elif ft s = rest! then if iseq(q) then hq(rt s, q, n + 1, m) 
else hq(rt s, rest(q), n, m) fi 
elif ft s = next? then if iseq(q) then hq(rt s, q, n, m + 1) 
else dmes(next(q)) & hq(rt s, q, n, m) fi 
elif ft s = iseq? then bmes( iseq(q)) & hq(rt s, q, n, m) 
else rejected & hq( rt s, q, n, m ) 
fi. 
Here m denotes the number of unanswered queries for the next element and n 
denotes the number of nonexecuted rest operations. A similar concept can be 
obtained by introducing two input streams, one for data and one for next and rest 
operations (leaving away iseq questions): 
fct hq = (stream message sd, stream message sr, queue q) stream message: 
if iseq(q) then if isdutu(ft sd) then hq(rt sd, sr, srock(q, dutu(ft sd))) 
else rejected & hq(rt sd, sr, q) 
fi 
else if ft sr = resr! then hq(sd, rt sr, rest(q)) 
elif ft sr = next? then dmes( next(q)) & hq(sd, rt sr, q) 
else rejected & hq( sd, rt sr, q) 
fi 
fi. 
Stream processing functions that represent queues as indicated in the proof above 
contain besides the representation of the data structure QUEUE a lot more information 
in addition. We could give proofs similar to those for the version of stream processing 
agents that we used above for the other versions of agents given in Section 3. 
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However all these agents have additional properties with respect to reliability and 
responsiveness. On one hand we can understand our design of a communicating 
agent representing a queue as the task of finding a way to obtain stream processing 
agents that follow the axioms of queues (with a particular set of definitions for the 
basic functions by the combination of RESUME and the fun&ins rt and ft), but on 
the other hand with respect to reliability and additional exception messages we are 
completely free to choose more sophisticated implementations. 
If we start in a systematic derivation from an algebraic specification specifying 
partial algebras and obtain a stream processing function as described above, we 
may further develop the derived stream processing functions by combining certain 
queries (like next? and rest!). Furthermore for all situations in which the application 
of the resp. function to the current value of the parameter of sort toi of the function 
h is not defined we may not apply the function, but rather 
- display “rejected” (as an error message) or, 
- postpone the answer and answer that query only after a value of sort toi is obtained 
that allows a well defined application (then the sender is supposed to wait). 
The handling of waiting messages again could be specified by an interface agent 
which handles the access of several users to the toi agent. In this case the toi agent 
may display error messages that are used by the interface agent which stores the 
rejected queries and repeats them at appropriate moments. 
In the following section we now want to show how in the combination of stream 
processing functions and algebraic techniques we could tven give an implementation 
of queues by an infinite network of cells where each cell carries exactly one element 
of a queue. 
6. A network implementing a queue 
In the preceding section we have discussed possible versions of extensional 
behavior for agents representing queues. Now we keep a particular extensional 
behavior but rather change the intentional structure, i.e. we change the particular 
representation of that behavior. 
We want to construct a network of the form 
that represents a queue again, i.e. that is extensionally equivalent to the agent qagent, 
i.e. that produces for all input streams the same output streams like qagent. Such a 
network can be seen as the graphical representation of the stream processing function 
qnet that is defined as follows: 
fct qnet = (stream message S) stream message: 
[ stream message S’ = zs’( s, r’), 
stream message r’= qagent(s’), zr(s, 01. 
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Here the square brackets are used to bound (local) bindings by declarations. The 
value of such a section limited by the square brackets is given by the last expression 
in that section. 
Note that we use the two functions zs’ and zr to represent the functional behavior 
of the agent cell, that produces the two output streams r and s’ for the input streams 
s and r’, corresponding to zr(s, r’) and zs’(s, r’), resp. In qnet the streams s’ and r’ 
are recursively defined. By replacing the call of qagent by a recursive call of qnet 
we obtain: 
fct qnet = (stream message s) stream message: 
[ stream message s’= zs’(s, r’), 
stream message r’ = qnet( s’), zr( s, r’)]. 
We interpret families of recursive declarations of streams by infinite networks of 
communicating agents. The recursive function qnet defines recursively the infinite 
network that corresponds to the diagram in Fig. 1. In this version of qnet we have 
two forms of recursion: Recursive function calls for qner and recursive stream 
declarations. 
We are now interested in finding an agent cell, i.e. in finding stream processing 
functions zs’ and zr such that both versions of qnet show the same extensional 
behavior as qagt’nt. We choose the definition of the stream processing function 
qugent based on kq(s. emptyq) where hq is defined by: 
fct hq = (stream message s, queue q) stream message: 
if isdfrra(ft s) 
elif ft s = nxr! A iiseq(q) 
then hq(rt S, srock(q, dara(ft s))) 
then dmes(next(q); & hq(rt s, rest(q)) 
else rejecred & hq( rt s, q) 
fi. 
If we choose the projection function left-identity for zs’ and the right-identity for 
zr then the first version of qnet certainly is correct, but this is not true for the second 
one that then corresponds to the function that always produces just the empty stream. 
A correct agent cell may be defined as follows: A cell may either be empty, filled 
or deleted. Initially the cell is empty. If queries are given to the cell it responds like 
the empty queue. If a data item is sent, the cell is filied with it. If a cell is filled and 
receives further data items it sends them by the channel s’ to its right neighbour 
” I I 1 queue queue 
I 1 queue 
I oueue 
Fig. 1 
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cell. If it obtains a nxr! message then it sends back (on channel r) its stored data 
and becomes deleted. A deleted cell corresponds to the right-identity and left-identity 
resp. 
For formulating the agent cell we introduce the simple type CELL: 
type CELL= 
based-on DATA, BOOL, 
sort cell, 
fct cell ec, 
fct (data) cell dcell, 
fct (cell) boo1 ise, 
fct (cell c : not( ise( c))) data cduru, 
cdura(dcell(d)) = d 
ise( dcell( d)) = false, 
ise ( ec 1 = Zrue. endoftype 
With this type CELL we can formulate the following functions that specify the two 
output streams of the agent cell: 
fct ZY = (stream message s, stream message r) stream message: hr(s, r, ec), 
fct zs’ = (stream message s, stream message r) stream message: hs’(s, r, ec), 
where 
fct hr = (stream message s, stream message r, cell c) stream message: 
if isdufa(ft s) then if ise(c) then hr(rt s, r, dceZl(dara(ft s))) 
else hr(rt s, r, c) 
fi 
elif ft s = nxr! A lise(c) then dmes(cdura(c)) & r 
else rejected & hr(rt s, r, c) 
fi 
fct hs’ = (stream message s, stream message r, cell c) stream message: 
if isduta(ft s) then if ise(c) then hs’(rt s, r, dcell(dara(ft s))) 
else (ft s) & hs’(rt s, r, c) 
fi 
elif ft s = nxr! A lise(c) then rt s 
else hs’(rt s, r, c) 
fi. 
We prove the correctness of the definitions above. We start by proving a lemma 
that implies the partial correctness of the function qner w.r.t. qugenr. 
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Lemma. For finite streams s we have 
[ stream message s’ = hs’( s, r’, dcell( d)), 
stream message r’= hq(s’, 9), hr(s, r’, dce/l(d)) ] = hq(s, ap(d, 9)) 
and 
[ stream message s’ = hs’( s, r’, ec), 
stream message r’ = hq( s’, empryq), hr( s, r’, ec) ] = hq( s, empfyq) 
where the.function ap is defined by the equations 
ap( d, emptyq) = stock( empryq, d), 
up(d, stock(9, d’)) = srock(ap(d, q), d’). 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the length k of the stream s. 
If k = 0, then the lemma is trivial. Assume the proposition holds for all streams 
with length less than k + 1. Let s be a stream of length k + 1. 
Case I: ft s = dmes(d’) then 
and 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(s, r’, dcell( d)), 
stream message r’ = hq(s’, 9), hr(s, r’, dcell(d)) ] = 
[ stream message s’= (ft s) & hs’(rt s, r’, dcefl(d)), 
stream message r’ = hq( s’, 9), hr( rt s, r’, dcell( d)) ] = 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt s, r’, dcefl( d )), 
stream message r’ = hq((ft s) & s’, 9), hr(rt s, r’, dcell( d)) ] = 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt s, r’, dceN( d)), 
stream message r’= hq(s’, stock(9, d’)), hr(rt s, r’, dcell(d)) ] = 
hq(rt s, ap( d, srock( 9, d’))) = 
hq(rt s, srock(up(d, q), d’)) = 
h9(s, ap(4 9)) 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(s, r’, ec), 
stream message r’ = hq(s’, empryq), hr(s, r’, ec) ] = 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt s, r’, dcell( d’)), 
stream message r’ = hq(s’, emptyq), hr(rt s, r’, dcell(d’)) ] = 
hq(rt s, ap(d’, empryq)) = 
hq(s, emptyq). 
Case 2: ft s = nxr! then: 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(s, r’, dcell(d)), 
stream message r’ = hq(s’, q), hr( s, r’, dcefl(d)) ] = 
and 
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[ stream message s’ = rt s, 
stream message r’ = hq(s’, q), dmes(d) & r’ ] = 
[ stream message r’ = hq(rt s, q), dmes(d) $ r’ ] = 
hq(s, W(d, 4)) 
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[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt s, r’, ec), 
stream message r’ = hq(s’, empfyq), rejecred& hr(rt s, Y’, ec) ] = 
rcjecred & hq (rt s, emptyq) = 
hq(s, emptyq). 
The remaining cases are trivial. El 
We have proved (by the second part of the lemma above) that qugent is a fixed 
point of the functional used in the recursive definition of qner. This is sufficient for 
the partial correctness of the function qnet w.r.t. qugent. 
Lemma. For Jinite streams s we have 
qugent(s) = qnet(s). 
Proof. We prove 
nq(s, ec) = hq(s, emptyq) A nq(s, dcell(d)) = hq(s, stock(emptyq, d)) (*) 
where 
fct nq = (stream message s, cell c) stream message: 
[ stream message s’ = hs’( s, r’, c), 
stream message r’ = nq(s’, ec), hr(s, r’, c) ] 
by induction on the number n of messages in s. 
If n = 0 then (*) is trivial. 
Assume the proposition is true for n. It suffices to consider the two cases 
s = dmes(d) &SO 
s = nxr! &SO. 
Case 1: ft s = dmes(d) then 
nq(s, c) = 
[ stream message s’ = if ise( c) 
fi, 
then hs’( rt s, r’, dcell( d )) 
else (ft s) & hs’(rt s, r’, c) 
stream message r’ = nq( s’, ec), 
if be(c) then hr(rt s, r’, dcell(d)) 
else hr(rt s, r’, c) 
fi 
1 
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if c = ec, then 
nq(s, c) = 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt s, r’, dceN( d)), 
stream message r’ = nq(s’, ec), hr(rt s, r’, &e/l(d)) ] = 
(length (ks’( s, r, c)) G length(s), hence the induction hypothesis can be 
applied) 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt s, r’, &e/l(d)), 
stream message r’ = hq( s’, emptyq), hr(rt s, r’, dcell( d)) ] = 
hq(rt s, ~(4 ewyq)) = 
hq(rt S, sfock( empryq, d)) = 
hq(s, ewtyq), 
if c = &e/1( d’), then 
nq(s, c) = 
[ stream message s’ = (ft S) & hs’(rt s, r’, c), 
stream message r’ = nq(s’, ec), kr(rt S, r’, c) ] = 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt S, r’, c), 
stream message r’ = nq( (ft s) & s’, ec), hr(rt S, r’, c) ] = 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt 3, r’, c), 
stream message r’ = nq(s’, dcel/( d)), hr(rt S, r’, c) ] = 
[ stream message s’ = hs’(rt s, r’, c), 
stream message r’ = hq( s’, srock( emptyq, d)), hr(rt s, r’, c) ] = 
hq(rt s, ap(d’, stock(empfyq, d))) = 
hq(s, s&dc( empyq, d’)). 
Case 2: ft s = nxr! then if c = &e/l(d): 
nq(s, c) = 
&es(d) & nq(rt s, ec) = 
hq(s, stock(ewtyq, d)) 
if c = ec the proposition is trivial. The remaining case is trivial, too. El 
This shows by the continuity of the functions involved the total correctness of qner 
w.r.t. qagent i.e. the functional equality of qnet and qagent. 
Another possibility for hr and hs’ is obtained, if a cell is not put into the state 
deleted, when it is not empty and receives a nxr? message, but sends its data on 
channel r and the message nxr? on its channel s’. If it gets back a data message on 
channel r’ this is stored now in the cell, if it gets back rejected, then the cell becomes 
empty. 
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fct hr = (stream message S, stream message r, cell c) stream message: 
if isdara(ft S) then if ise(c) then hr(rt s, r, dcell(dura(ft s))) 
else hr(rt S, r, c) 
fi 
elif ft s = nxr! A +se(c) then if ft r= rejected then dmes(cduru(c)) 
& hr(rt S, rt r, ec) 
else dmes(cdura(c)) 
& hr(rt S, rt r, dcell(dutu(ft r))) 
fi 
fi 
else rejected & hr(rt s, r, c) 
fct hs’ = (stream message S, stream message r, cell c) stream message: 
if isdu&(ft S) then if ise(c) then hs’(rt S, r, dcell(duru(ft s))) 
else (ft S) & hs’(rt S, r, c) 
fi 
elif ft s = nxr! A l&e(c) then nxr! & if ft r = rejected then hs’(rt S, rt r, ec) 
else hs’(rt S, rt r, dcell(dutu(ft r))) 
fi 
else hs’(rt S, r, c) 
fi. 
The correctness of this version can again be proved by the same techniques as used 
above. 
What we obtained by the function qugent is not a “distributed” or “concurrent” 
program but an interactive program that can be used by many users concurrently 
when provided with a resp. join (merge) and fork interface for queries and responses. 
The network qnet, however, represents a concurrent implementation of queues. 
7. Comparison to other approaches 
The proper formal treatment of data structures and their characteristic operations 
is an issue which is studied for many years. In the development of proper f:-*-~a1 
techniques there is a clear tendency towards functional descriptions of data si~~c- 
tures. A widely accepted method (for a functional treatment of data structures) are 
algebraic specifications. However, most functional approaches have difficulties to 
treat more complex concepts such as “function calls with side effects” or “modules 
with permanent storage”. 
Operations like pop for a stack which deletes the first element of a stack (as a 
side effect) and returns the first element as a result have to be treated in a very 
complicated way in classical logical frameworks. In most assertion logic calculi they 
are simply omitted (for an assertion oriented suggestion cf. [13]). In the given 
example the message nxr! corresponds to such a call of a “function procedure with 
side effect”. 
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In our framework a proper and simple treatment of such concepts is possible. 
The adequate marriage of techniques of algebraic specifications with concurrency 
is a goal of many researchers today. However, for some approaches the techniques 
for describing concurrency are so different in nature to algebraic specifications that 
by their combination very large and difficult formalisms are obtained. 
A simple and adequate operational treatment of interactive structures is possible 
by automata with state, input, and output (cf. [13] and [S]). The related state- 
transition systems often are used for the specification of concurrent systems (cf. 
[lo]). Our approach can be understood as a special “denotational”, “functional” 
way of representing such automata by stream-processing functions. A functional 
representation has a number of advantages. First of all it provides a very abstract 
view of the automaton. Second it allows us to use full functional programming and 
functional calculus including functional composition. 
What we are especially interested in is a proper separation of concerns in the 
design of interactive systems. All properties of the system that can be specified and 
understood without talking especially about interaction should be treated separately 
by classical techniques such as algebraic data types. The specific questions of 
communication and interaction should be treated in a complementary framework. 
As shown the subspace of stream processing functions generated by the function 
qagent and the operations for queues form a process algebra. In contrast to the 
general process algebras (cf. [ 11) that can be used to formalize the semantic structure 
of concurrent programming languages the algebra of queues forms a rather simple 
process algebra. The algebraic laws for that structure are on the one hand given by 
the equational axioms for queue. They can be proved from the laws of functional 
calculus that are available for stream processing languages. This can be considered 
as an advantage compared to other approaches where very special algebraic laws 
hold for particular programming languages suggested for representing concurrent 
programs (cf. [9] and [12]). A n integration of the individual laws of a particular 
data type (like stack) with the laws of process algebras is suggested in [lo]. 
The advantages of the full power of extended functional calculus becomes also 
obvious when looking at the proof of the correctness of the infinite network 
representing a queue. Here a!1 the advanced techniques from fixed point theory can 
be applied. In a process algebra approach these proof prmciples have to be formal- 
ized before they can be used. 
8. Conclusion 
It was the purpose of this paper to show that certain ccncurrent communicating 
systems can be treated in principle by exactly the same techniques that are already 
in use for the treatment of sequential systems. Especially techniques of algebraic 
specification and functional programming fit very well with the design of such 
communicating systems. All the verification techniques available on the level of 
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functional programming and algebraic specifications can also be used for those 
concurrent systems. 
This way a coherent framework for the design of communicating systems can be 
obtained. Communicating systems may not only be seen as software structures that 
can be implemented of course by more machine-oriented programming styles. They 
can also be viewed as descriptions of hardware-structures and can be used as a 
starting point for the development of the design of switching circuits. 
Another purpose of this paper was to demonstrate how well a number of 
approaches like algebraic specifications and functional programming with streams 
work together for the design of interactive software systems. All the steps given here 
are based on proper formal foundations as given in [2], [33, [4], [6] and [15]. All 
the steps given here could also be supported at least partly by programming 
environments and programming support systems. 
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